
Oberon Arc Flash Coverall Sizing & Selection Form 
 
For the best fit, workers must use their body measurements to select their garment size. The proper garment 
size will ensure workers are protected, comfortable and productive. Oberon coveralls are designed to allow for 
breathing space, mobility and sufficient room for under layers of clothing. The average upsize for an actual 
garment dimension is 10 inches; therefore if a worker's chest size is 42" then the coverall will be 52". The 
inseams on all Oberon coverall sizes are 26” which should provide sufficient space to wear over top of their 
regular clothing. Remember, all clothing worn under an arc-rated garment shall be made of natural fiber (i.e. 
100% cotton) and non-melting fiber. Order a Tall or Extra Tall size garment for any worker who is over 6'1”. The 
average worker height is between 5'10" to 6'1", for which Oberon's Regular sized coveralls should fit fine. 
 
How to measure a worker; 
ARM: (Sleeve Length): With arm raised at your side 
and slightly bent, measure from the back of the 
neck, over point of shoulder, down the outside of 
the arm to the wrist.  
CHEST: Measure just under arms and across 
shoulder blades holding the tape firm and level.  
HEIGHT: Measure the total height of the worker. 
You can tape one measuring tape to a wall and have 
the worker stand up straight against it.  
WAIST: Measure around the natural waistline.  
 
Garment Selection Instructions: 
Step 1) Using the worker’s body dimensions, select 
an alpha size from the chart below. Always round 
up if the worker’s measurement is in between two 
sizes. The coverall is easier to wear when it fits 
loose versus tight. The worker’s measurement 
must fit within or be smaller than all three 
categories; Arm, Chest and Waist. If one dimension 
is larger than round up to the next size. 
Step 2) Select the Height from the options in the 
chart below. 
 
Oberon Coverall Sizing Selection Chart (worker’s body dimensions): 

Alpha Size Small Medium Large XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 
Arm 32 ¾” 33 5/8” 34 ½” 35 ½” 36 ½” 37 ½” 38 ½” 39 ½” 
Chest 36” 37-39” 40-42” 43-46” 47-50” 51-54” 55-58” 59-62” 
Waist 26” 27-29” 30-32” 33-36” 37-40” 41-44” 45-48” 49-52” 

 
Oberon Coverall Height: 

Height Options Worker Height Sleeve & Body Length Inseam/Outseam 
Regular 5’10” to 6’1” Standard Standard 
Short 5’7” to 5’9” -1” -2” 
Tall 6’2” to 6’4” +1” +2” 
Extra Tall 6’5” to 6’7” +2” +4” 

 


